
Gratitude Card Set by Katelyn 
 

 

Hey Friends! I’m Up on the blog today sharing a tutorial on how to make these vintage 
inspired Gratitude Cards. To create this card set, I’ve used the Live Simply Creative Kit, 

the Live Simply Add On Kit, the Irregular Weave Bundle Cut File and the Circle 
Background Cut File. Grab a cup of your favourite summertime beverage and enjoy my 

tutorial on how to created my Gratitude  Card set. 
 

 
 



We will start by creating the So Thankful Card. 
 

 
 

To start, you’ll need the 6x8 Paper Pad out of the Live Simply Add On Kit. Cut a piece out 
of the blue polka dot paper that measures 4” x 5 ¼”. Distress the edges. 



 
 

Next, you’ll need the black gingham paper. Cut a piece that measures 3 ½” x 4 ¾”. 
Distress the edges. 



 
 

Next, you’ll need the lightly patterned pink paper, cut a piece that measures 3 ¼” x 4”. 
Distress the edges. 



 
 

From the 3x4 card paper, you’ll need the So Thankful Card. Cut the card down to 2 7/8” 
x 4”. Distress the edges 



 
 

From the coordinating lightly patterned plain papers, you’ll need the black and light 
green. Cut a piece out of the black paper that measures 3 ¾” x 5”. Cut a piece out of the 

green paper that measures 3 1/8” x 4 ¼”. Distress the edges of both papers. 



 
 

Out of the Page Pieces from the Live Simply Creative Kit, you’ll need two hearts and the 
leaf/flower bunch. Fussy cut around the two hearts. 



 
 

Cut out the Circle Background Cut File out of a piece of dark green cardstock. Cut the 
background down to 4” x 4 ¾”. 



 
 

Adhere the black lightly patterned paper to the polka dot paper. Adhere the gingham 
paper to the black lightly patterned paper. Foam square the light pink paper to the 

gingham paper. Adhere the circle background to the light pink paper. 



 
 

Adhere the So Thankful card to the light green paper. Foam square the light green paper 
to the light pink paper on an angle as desired. 



 
 

Adhere the flower/leaf bunch cut out over top of the flower/leaf bunch on the So 
Thankful card. Adhere the two hearts to the right of the bunch on the card as desired 

making sure that it doesn’t cover the sentiment. 



 
 

From the Sticker Sheet out of the Live Simply Creative Kit, you’ll need the pink ticket, 
one of the white/pink tabs and four blue photo corners. Adhere the pink ticket 

underneath the light green paper 7/8” from the right and 1/8” from the bottom of the 
polka dot paper. Adhere the white/pink tab underneath the light green paper , making 
sure the pink is facing out, all the way to the right hand side and 1” from the top of the 
polka dot paper. Adhere the four blue photo corners to each corner of the light green 

paper. 



 
 

Cut a cardbase out of White Cardstock that measures 5 ½” x 8 ½”, score at 4 ¼”. Adhere 
the cardfront to the cardbase. 



 
 

Make sure to leave all of the kit contents out that you’ve already used as you will need 
some of the them for the next card. 

 
Now we’ll move on and create the Filled With Gratitude Card. 

 



 
 

From the coordinating lightly patterned plain papers, you’ll need the coral paper. Cut a 
piece that measures 4” x 5 ¼”.  Distress the edges of the paper. 

 



 
 

From the 6x8 Paper Pad, out of the Live Simply Add On Kit, you’ll need the cream 
farmhouse paper. Cut a piece that measures 3 ¾” x 5”. Distress the edges. 



 
 

Next, you’ll need the blue gingham, pink polka dot and black chicken wire paper. Cut a 
piece out of each patterned paper that measures 1” x 4 ½”. Distress the edges of all the 

papers. 



 
 

From the 3x4 card paper, you’ll need the Love our Family Card. Cut the card down to 2 
¾” x 3 ¾”. Distress the edges of the card. 

 



 
 

Cut out the Irregular Weave Bundle Cut File out of a piece of black cardstock, you’ll need 
a piece that measures 4” x 4 ¾”. 



 
 

From the Ephemera package out of the Live Simply Kit, you’ll need the animals stacked, 
the home ticket and the we are blessed rectangle. 



 
 

Foam square the farmhouse patterned paper piece to the coral paper. 



 
 

Adhere the Irregular Weave to the farmhouse patterned paper. Adhere the three strips 
to the Irregular Weave as desired. I left about a ¼” in between each strip. 



 
 

Adhere the ticket ½” from the top of the chicken wire card and have the ticket hang off 
the right hand side 3/8”. Foam square the card to the middle of the strips. 



 
 

Adhere the we are blessed rectangle 1/8” from the right and ¼” from the top of the 
chicken wire card. Foam square the stacked animals to the left of the we are blessed 

rectangle as desired. 



 
 

From the sticker sheet, use two of the black photo corners. Stick one photo corner to 
the top left corner and the other one to the bottom right corner of the chicken wire 

card. Put a foam square on the right hand side of the Filled with Gratitude sticker and 
adhere to the right of the stacked animals as desired. 



 
 

From the Live Simply Add On Kit, you’ll need the Decorative Brads. Add two small brads 
to the top left corner of the blue gingham strip. Adhere two small brads in the bottom 

right corner of the polka dot strip. 



 
 

To finish the card, cut a cardbase out of white cardstock that measures 5 ½” x 8 ½”, 
score at 4 ¼”. Adhere the cardfront to the cardbase. 



 
 

Here is the finished Gratitude Card Set. 
 



 
 

Jennifer Edwardson Creative Inc. Supplies Used: 
 

- Live Simply Creative Kit 
- Live Simply Add On Kit 

- Irregular Weave Bundle Cut File 
- Circle Background Cut File 

- AC Cardstock – White 
- 3MM 1/8” Be Creative Tape 



- AC Sticky Thumb 3D Foam – Circles 
- Art Glitter Glue 

 
Thanks so much for joining me today and I hope I’ve inspired you to recreate my 

Gratitude Card Set at home. 
 

- Katelyn 


